
Coauthorship Exercise
Consider the following scenario:

● Professor Pernille secures funding for a large project with a brilliant overarching
research idea.

● Professor Per leads a sub-project in the project focusing on an empirical investigation
of the brilliant research idea. He hires PhD student Siri and Postdoc Palle to work on
the experiment.

● PhD fellow Siri and Postdoc Palle design and carry out the experiment.
● Administrator Anton helps with recruiting all the participants, helps print

questionnaires, and orders lunch for the participants.
● PhD fellow Sofie provides all the sound material used in the study and performs a

preliminary sound analysis.
● Research assistant Anders helps with all the recordings for the experiment, including

post-processing all the data.
● Lab engineer Evilyn programs the system used for data collection.
● Statistician Svein helps with the analysis of the data.
● A large part of the analysis is done using a toolbox made by Postdoc Penelope.
● Professor Pål suggests an alternative analysis method in a seminar with a

presentation of preliminary results of the data. This alternative analysis method turns
out to be very promising and is therefore included in the paper.

● PhD student Siri writes the main part of the paper.
● Postdoc Palle makes all the figures and writes some of the text.
● Professor Per reads the paper and comments on a few things.

Questions:

1. Who gets credited as author in the publication, and in which order?
2. Seven years after the first publication, Professor Per reuses the dataset and toolbox

in a follow-up study carried out by the new Postdoc Valentina. The original PhDs and
postdocs are not around any longer. Who should be credited as an author in the
second publication, and in which order?

Resources:
● Vancouver guidelines
● Contributor Roles Taxonomy (CRediT)

https://www.icmje.org/recommendations/browse/roles-and-responsibilities/defining-the-role-of-authors-and-contributors.html#two
https://credit.niso.org/

